Bible Story Crafts: For Little Hands
A creative introduction to the Bible for young children. Each of 30 stories is presented with a picture to color and an easy-to-make craft relating to the story. Make Abraham and Sarah puppets, Noah’s Ark, Jonah in the Whale, and more. Includes instructions for making Bible costumes and musical instruments so children can act out the stories. Clear instructions and diagrams plus patterns to trace.
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Customer Reviews

The crafts in here are perfect for home or classroom. None of them take a long time to do and they’re geared for the age group recommended on the book. That’s important to me since I’ve bought many and then found that I’d have to work on adapting it in order for my kids to actually do the craft. There’s a good variety and this book covers crafts for the main Bible stories that we use.

I was disappointed with this item. It was expensive for so few pages. The drawings were rough and crude. No depth to the stories. Too expensive for what you get.
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